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THERMOMETER....
Bagging needle point

Needle Bagging
125mm (5”) each
150mm (6”) each
175mm (7”) each

208 866 $4.55
208 867 $5.35
208 868 $6.45

Big hardened-steel needle useful for sewing up
all manner of bags and canvas repairs. Large eye
takes string with ease. Angled, non-cutting spear
point makes adequate hole to pull through. Length
is o.a.

Hygrometer Digital Indoor
210 535

$34.95

Big screen with both temperature and humidity
displays. Also time display. Press button for
maximum and minimum display, and for °C or °F.
Temperature range -50°C to +70°C. Humidity 10%
to 99%. Powered by 1 x ‘AAA’ battery (included).

Outdoor Mercury
206 807

$21.95

Classic outdoor mercury thermometer with
minimum and maximum pins in the capillary tubes.
Pins are moved back to the mercury by operation
of the central press button. A small fold-up ‘roof’
gives weather protection. Temperature range -40°C
to +50°C. Length is 23cm o.a.

Needle Upholstery Curved
$1.95
$2.45
$2.95

Nickel-plated cast-steel needles are very strong.
Round point, useful for all sewing work where
cutting of hole is not wanted. Dimension is length
across point to eye.

ON
SPECIAL
Needle Upholstery Straight
250mm each 215 612
300mm each 215 613
350mm each 215 614

$10.55 $7.95
$12.95 $7.95
$13.85 $7.95

Nickel-plated cast-steel needles are very strong.
Round point for all sewing jobs where cutting of
hole is not wanted. Length is overall.

Not to scale

Needle Butcher’s

300mm straight ea 215 625 $12.95
300mm angled ea 215 624 $12.95

Stainless steel needle with spear tip for easy and
safe meat penetration. This is a very large needle,
with a good-size eye. (Pictured is angled needle.)

Digital Indoor/Outdoor Premium
206 815

$49.95

This multi-screen device is suitable for monitoring
indoor and outdoor temperature and humidity at the
same time, in Celsius or Fahrenheit. It also stores
for recall the maximums and minimums for both
temperature and humidity. Supplied with 2-metre
long cable remote probe. Temperature range -40°C
to +50°C. Dimensions 11cm high x 7cm wide
x 22mm thick. Suitable for wall or desk mount.
Powered by one ‘AAA’ battery (included). Easy to
use. Full instructions included.
MILK VAT TEMPERATURES
A regular issue for dairy farmers is testing or monitoring
milk vat temperature. We believe our remote-probe
digital thermometers can solve the safety issues of
potential mercury or glass contamination of milk.

Soil Temperature Plastic
206 828 $22.95

This higher quality therm
ometer
is ideal for reading deeper soil
temperatures. The sensing bulb
can be buried up to 15cm, with
the scale still visible. Sturdy green
plastic case, with red top-knob
for easy location in the garden.
Capillary scale from 0 to 80°C.
Length 32cm o.a.

Soil Temperature Metal
bi-level

206 825 $26.95

215 410

$24.95

Classic outdoor thermometer, but with alcohol
instead of mercury. Minimum and maximum pins.
Reset with central push-button. Fold-up 'roof'.
Length 23cm o.a.
NB: Some column-fluid separation may be noticed
on receipt of this thermometer. This can generally
be rectified by ‘flicking’ the thermometer smartly
downwards, to shake air bubbles out of columns.

Soil Temperature Digital
213 478

$20.95

Handy fast-reading thermometer for
obtaining soil temperatures. Celcius or
Fahrenheit. Simple On/Off start button.
Probe 13cm long. Supplied with probeprotector with pocket clip. Length 21cm
o.a.

See our Dairy and other
thermometers on page 37

Swine chivalry.

Prices listed include GST, and include delivery on orders over $229.00 value, except all WA deliveries and
products marked Plus Freight. Prices and specifications can change without notice.
www.shoof.com.au
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A good strong instrument to leave
in the field or garden. Metal shaft
encasing a glass °C capillary
thermometer. Incorporates two
separate thermometers to give
either soil plus air temperatures, or
deep plus shallow soil temperatures.
Nickel plated finish. 30cm long o.a.

Outdoor Non-Mercury

FARM & HOME

50mm each 215 609
75mm each 215 610
100mm each 215 611

